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Friday, June 16th. Food price problem came up again at the staff meeting. Concern about what
we can do, but no real conclusions. We had a long Cabinet meeting today and the President
followed up after Johnnie Rhodes’s platform presentation, and he did a superb monologue of
laying out our general position mainly on foreign policy. He said that a basic decision has to be
made assuming that McGovern is the candidate. Recognize that his line has to be to stay as far
left as possible, at least until the nomination is wrapped up and even afterwards, probably,
because of his supporters. And even though the propagandists will eventually control the general
opinion of his view and swing it over to the middle. His support, while it amounts to only 25
percent of the Democrats according to the polls, is more enthusiastic than the other support, even
the Wallace people aren't well organized, so you can be sure that at the Convention, and after his
nomination, they will try and buff off all the rough edges, and the purpose of the platform is to
make it appear that there are no issues. So that the candidate can then make them the way he
wants to. It will be hard to change his position on the National Defense and Foreign Policy,
because he set it for too long. The line they will take is to keep him on the left and not
compromise until he gets to the Convention and wraps it up, then he has to move to the center to
win and keep Hubert, Meany, and so forth with him. To do that, he'd use the platform and the
acceptance speech to move from the left to the center, so we'll find that our people will say we
should move from the right to the center and try to pre-empt the center. We should not do that
because McGovern is an extremist, and we should pay no attention to his moves. There should
be no Goldwater. There could be no greater mistake for us than to allow him to get off of what
he really believes. When he moves, we should not move. The line has to be drawn clearly on the
critical issues. There are some really good issues we have to ride. As far as the President is
concerned regarding tactics, he does not believe we should move to the center. We are already
plenty centrist enough. We should draw a clear line, where possible, on the gut issues. We should
not buy our fight where it doesn't matter. Also where it really matters to certain groups, we
should draw the line, take a position clearly with no equivocation.
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Laird interjected here that the people support a strong country. McGovern is associated with a
weak country: the problem of 1960 on the missile gap, and the failure to increase the Defense
Budget, shows that up. We must not lose the good strong differences. Don’t erode them as we
did in '60 by having a fight on the platform that's unnecessary.

The President then made the point on the Lincoln amnesty that we should put in the platform the
idea that deserters have got to live with their choice because hundreds of others died for theirs.
We should make them serve and not in the Peace Corps. He hit that pretty hard and then said
maybe that gives you some idea of the tone that I want to have, and everybody laughed. He said
that the situation on the platform is that candidates can't get off of their positions, even though
shifting is inevitable. We confront something quite different than in '64, then, when Goldwater
said anything, the media wouldn't give him a chance, except on his interesting off-hand
comments like dropping a bomb in the men's room of the Kremlin. This time the media that
matters will be desperately engaging in an effort to allow McGovern to move to the center, and
they will ignore his previous positions and accept his new ones and paper them over. So, we
have to pick up a few issues where the record is really clear cut and ride them hard. We need a
debate on the record, not on his shift: that's his problem to explain. The area of clearest
difference is foreign and defense policy. These are a matter of faith, and he can't compromise,
and neither can we. They may prove to be a very critical issue. Laird's idea of the issue of
strength of the country may well be it. The view of the President’s policy at the present, in
foreign policy and defense policy, is that we should examine the reaction of the media who have
supported the China and Soviet initiatives, but will be on the other side later. The news
magazines recently said that why shouldn't McGovern change, because Nixon used to be an
anti-Communist, now he's changed. What disturbs him is that too many of the media were for the
trips for the wrong reasons. For example: China was never a threat to the United States, they say,
China was never a threat to the United States. Korea and Vietnam were aberrations, and Nixon
has finally seen this and turned it around, so now we get along well together and so forth. This is
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the general reaction because the people want to believe the best, but nations are motivated by
their self-interest, not by love and affection and so forth.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DECLASSIFIED - E.O. 13526, Sect. 3.4: by MS, NARA, June 12, 2013
Audio Cassette 22, Side A, Withdrawn Item Number 10 [AC-22(A) Sel 6, 7]
Duration: 10 minutes 57 seconds

As we look at China and the Soviet Union, the reason China and the US got together was not
because we or they reached the conclusion that we'd been mistaken about each other, but because
there are fundamental shifts in the world balance of power that made it to both our interests to
have a relationship with each other. Chinese leaders are more dedicated to Communism than the
Soviets are, because they're in an earlier stage. Also they're more dedicated to supporting the
third world, because they're weaker economically. It's not because they love the Africans and so
on, but because they have an overriding concern and a competition with the Soviets for the
leadership of the Communist world.

That the Soviet is accommodating the major powers, China is trying to develop relations with the
secondary powers. Their foreign policy has not been too successful. Fundamental point: Why is
it to the Chinese interest to meet with the United States? Well, they have the Russians on the
border with enormous divisions and nuclear capability. On the South, they have India. They have
complete contempt for them, because of the Chinese conquering of India in their war in '62, or
whenever it was, but it gives them pause to see how the Chinese--, how the Indians did against
China's friend, Pakistan. Also, the Indians have a very big population. Then to the Northeast,
they have Japan. They have no reason to fear Japan militarily, but they have great and enormous
respect for Japan because of the historical invasions of China by Japan and because of Japan's
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strong economic power. And because, even with the nuclear prohibitions, Japan has the
capability to develop a nuclear power fast because of their industrial base. So, China is
surrounded by Soviets, India, Japan, and the US. And they have to figure out what to do with
them.

We, as a system are the most antagonistic, we have deep philosophical differences that are
greater than they have with anyone else. Mao and Chou make no decisions on the basis of
personal factors however. So China welcomes the opportunity for different relationships with the
US which might give some restraint. They know that the US can restrain Japan. China says that
the US should get out of the Pacific, but they don't want that, because that would weaken Japan
militarily and they wouldn't be neutral: they'd either go with the Soviets or they'd rearm
themselves. So, the US is China's hope for Japanese restraint.

The media don't understand this, because they see it in terms of their biases of the past. They
have to rationalize the present situation to prove that they were tight before.

Regarding the Soviets, why are they interested in talking to the US? Mainly because they link
everything; they want trade, arms control, and so forth, for other purposes than those ends in
themselves. Their problems are regarding China, they have nothing to fear now, but they know
what totalitarian control can do, and they know what the ability of China, the Chinese people,
and the number of Chinese people; and realize that they could in the future be an enormous
threat.
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Regarding Western Europe, they find they have a real opportunity. Their purpose is to weaken
the European alliance, and so they use the idea of a Soviet threat to try to divide the weaker, to
divide and weaken, and separate the European nations. Their interest is not now served by
allowing a Chinese-US dialogue to develop to the point of accommodation. [Unintelligible] to
say, of course, that we didn't go to either summit to play on the other, because, if it was said by
either of us, then it wouldn't happen. But, obviously this is the basis for all of us in these
summits.

Regarding arms control there would have been none if there hadn't been an ABM. Soviet are not
interested in peace as an end in itself. They do prefer peace mainly because their people don't
want war, but their goals haven't changed. They want Communism to spread throughout the
world.

China lost 75 to 100,000 men in Korea, but no Soviet men have been lost in war since World
War II: they've played it smarter. They avoided outright military combat, particularly with us.
The Soviet leaders are a new breed, but they haven't abandoned the ultimate goal of victory for
Communism. But, on the West, they have a European problem: the Poles, Hungarians, Czechs,
Romanians, and so forth. They are all pulled toward Western Europe and they don’t like the
Russians. Communist rule has not sunk in in those countries. Soviets also have an internal
problem just as we do.

Actual improvement in consumer goods areas, but they are still a very primitive society by our
standards. They need more, want more. And they're putting too much into defense, which is a
problem for them. So, where can they turn? France, England? No, because they don't matter. The
Soviets and Chinese are both total pragmatists. They know and understand power. So, unless the
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US has strength and leadership, we're not worth talking to. Thus, it was a difficult decision to
mine North Vietnam, but we either had to do that, or lose the war. The President took the action
because a loss in Vietnam, if it deteriorated, as it looked like it was doing, would have pleased
the Soviet and Chinese, but they would have gained no respect for an American president,
because we would have proved ourselves ineffective. This doesn't mean we should run around
starting wars, but it does mean where we are involved, we must be credible, and we must stand
by our allies and our friends.

So, in the arms race, the Soviets have caught the US in many categories, but they respect our
economic power, and they believe that if we have an arms race, they can't hope to win it, because
they know we're capable of moving ahead of them. So, they seek to reach an agreement even
though they are ahead in some areas.

The fundamental point is that we are entering a new creative relationship with the Soviet in terms
of cooperation in space, health, environment, trade, and so forth. But, as far as the Soviet leaders
are concerned, there's no change in their goals. They're dealing with us in non-military areas,
because they think it will help them in their domestic economy in a manner of enlightened
selfishness.

On the military side, their dealing, because the alternative is not attractive to them, and there's a
race that neither can win, so they need some attempt to control it. We go into the second round of
SALT in October and there'll be a tendency in Congress to put the ABM in escrow, saying that
we don't need it now. But we can forget any further negotiations if we do that. They will make a
deal only if we have strength. We now have a situation where to capitalize on SALT, which may
be the most--, this may be the most significant arms act in history, because you have the two
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superpowers with the cap--, capacity to destroy each other, and now, restraining themselves
voluntarily and bilaterally.

Public opinion in the United States, as reflected in Congress, makes it difficult to get the new
programs that we need. Because we're naïve, wishful-thinking, peace-loving people that grab at
any straw. The offensive weapon agreement now only covers a few things and only for five
years. We need a permanent freeze. We can't get it unless the US is credible and speaks from
strength. This includes ending the war in Vietnam in the right way. If we throw in the towel, this
will erode the Soviet intension to deal with us. In defense, it's essential to have a credible defense
position. He hopes we won’t have to build the B-1s and so forth, but unless we have progress
moving forward on them, Brezhenv is going to ignore us, and he has made clear that he is going
forward in all areas.

Wilson and the League of Nations went down the drain because of Wilson's lack of pragmatism,
and practicalism. This may be the last time in our history when the US can negotiate, because we
have nothing on the line in production that is going to move us ahead. This is the legacy of
McNamara and our weak position over recent years. So, why would the Soviets agree with us if
we're weak? One, because of the Chinese initiative; two, because of their economic needs; and
three, because of their fear of the arms race, and their sense that the US might pick up. And they
know our technological ability to do so.

It's important now for the US to make the best deal that we can now, because it won't be able to
be done three or four years from now. A unilateral cutback in defense spending would torpedo
any chance for arms agreements or for the Soviet to get the impression of weakness of will in
Vietnam or Middle East. It would reduce the Soviet incentive to negotiate. We tend to
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underestimate the leaders of different societies. Their philosophies and manners are different
from ours. For example, we laughed at Khruschev as being a clown, but he was only a clown
when he wanted to be. They do have problems with their bureaucracy. The President found he
could make decisions much faster than Brezhnev could. But, they are men of great ability and
firm minds. Brezhnev is not an intellectual—Kosygin is. But, no one reaches the top in their kind
of society without stamina, steel-like determination, and this compensates for their lack of
college degrees, like the people around this table have.

A new world is developing, not because we or the Communists have changed, but because the
Communists are split. They have problems in Europe which offer opportunities for the US to
affect change; to do it and make it last. We have to maintain our strength and credibility not just
with the Communists, but also with our allies. It makes no impression in a Communist country if
we let down our allies. Most of the media approach the trips on the basis of thank God Nixon
finally saw the light regarding the Communists. The chances of a more peaceful world are
substantially increased from what we've done, but they wouldn't have, it wouldn't have been
possible from weakness and wooly-headed idealism. It's only possible through hard-headedness
and pragmatic dealing. We have not been belligerent, we've avoided exacerbating the problems
and shouting matches, and the personal relationship are as good as they can be. But, the
President is convinced that if he had gone to Moscow after being kicked out of Vietnam and in a
weak defensive posture, we would have had no deal at all.

Remember how they'll deal by evaluating us. If they’re weak, they will pounce on us; if they’re
stron--, if we're strong, they'll deal with us. The President then received long applause from the
Cabinet. He then said he appreciated what all the Cabinet had done in standing up regarding
Vietnam and so on. Everybody should understand that we're not tough in Vietnam or fighting for
a strong defense just to throw our weight around, or to save the military-industrial complex.
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We'd like to move away from it. But in this world today, it's not being for peace that matters, it's
finding an effort--, effective method to do something about it. He recalled his last talk with De
Gaulle, when he said rather sadly that France is no longer a power in the world…
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

...that he criticized American foreign policy on the basis that we're good at fighting wars but
we're not good at negotiating peaces, for example, World War I and World War II. Now we're
trying to prevent wars by learning from the mistakes of the past. We have an opportunity that
will never come again to build a real structure of peace. We're all going to have to take a lot of
heat, because we can't take irresponsible positions like McGovern argues, just to get the college
kids to cheer for us.

Continued on the next side...

[End of tape reel AC-22(A)]

[Begin tape reel AC-22(B)]

Continuing Friday, June 16th. On the plane to Florida, the President got into some general
political things. He wants to push hard to get name Democrats to start coming out for us
examining all the Governors, Senators, and Congressmen, present and former, and making
contacts with them. He also was talking about the mythology of this success idea. The kind of
people who are attracted to Nixon, not because of his personal charisma, but, because of the fact,
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that he is doing the right thing in the right way. He then sort of talked about odds and ends, that,
on operational items. He got off the plane at Grand Bahama and is going on over to Walkers
Key. We came on to Key Biscayne.

End of June 16th.

